PARTICLE BOARD

Just as nature intended
Introducing a truly healthy particle board with highest natural content.

swisskrono.com/beyond
BE.YOND PARTICLE BOARD

Our newly launched BE.YOND products are the most environmentally friendly particle boards available and are produced using next generation bio-based adhesives that provide the highest indoor air quality. BE.YOND does not compromise on quality, but more importantly, not on health: a genuine benefit for people and nature.

- Minimum 98% natural materials
- Same levels of emissions as a tree
- FSC®- or PEFC-certified on request
- Exceeds Carb Phase 2 standards
- Improves your LEED point of level

BE.YOND is available in our full and extensive range of decorative designs & textures. swisskrono.com/oneworld

Our healthy particle board is available in thicknesses of 8/16/18/19/25 mm and sizes 2800x2070 and 5600x2070 mm.

swisskrono.com/beyond

BE.YOND: the only existing board with a Bio Adhesive system!

BE. HOME

BE.YOND

As intended by nature

- Japan emission standard
- New emission legislation in Germany from 01.01.2020
- California / USA emission standard
- European industry standard since 1960’s

*Limits related to EN 717-1